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SmartCAN News
Next week we will introduce
Version 29 and it will include
the new 2015 Ford Mondeo,
as well as the very latest
Volkswagen Passat
Mondeo
None of the towing recoders yet
cover the Mondeo, but SmartCAN will automatically operate
all the lights and turn of the car
fog light while towing.
C2 may not be available without
recoding but the SmartCAN
module does support a buzzer.
Passat
Coding is available for the Passat, so all the towing functions
can be set up.
Application List
We will issue the Version 29
application list next week. It will
also show the Renault models
we recently introduced.
Feedback
Your feedback on fitting issues
and fitting hints are always welcome and they help us keep the
website database up-to-date. So
please keep them coming.
The database is at
http://www.rydertowing.co.uk/vehicledata/sheets

We’re updating our splice connector range to save you money.
1. Basic red and blue connectors
Now re-sourced and brought back to a really good quality. You can use
these as your standard, confident that they are reliable and well-made.
The prices will suit you too:
TV209B Blue Quicksplice for cables 1.0mm2 to 2mm2
TV208

Red Quicksplice for cables – 0.5mm2 to 0.75mm2
2. Superior red and blue connectors
TV208W, red double splice now comes in bags of 500
and is much less expensive.
TV209K This blue connector has grease in
the splice chambers. This is ideal when damp
is likely to be present, as it will protect
against electrolytic corrosion

TV208W and TV209K have new features that improve their fitting security.
The opening for the running cable is on
the connector’s “closed” side
Once the connector has been pushed
onto the cable, it is closed to keep the
cable in line with the splice.
When the tap wire is inserted, it can be
seen to be fully inserted within the connector before the splice is clamped
down.

The splice chambers of the
blue TV209K are filled with
grease so the connection
can withstand damp.
The opening for the running
cable is closed initially and
has to be opened to allow
the running wire to enter.

3. Red, Blue, Brown and Yellow 3M Scotchloks are still in stock.
We’ve also extended our PosiTap Connector range to include Red PosiTaps for
0.4 to 0.65mm2 cable
This size is now supplied with our SmartCAN module.
It makes the perfect professional connection in this critical application and, just like the SuperSplice, is easily reversible/removable.
The others in the range are:
Black PosiTaps for 2.7 to 6mm2 cable
Yellow PosiTaps for 3.0 to 8.0 mm2 cable
These two have become very popular for making high quality
detachable connections to larger cables.

SuperSplice , the neatest way to make multiple connections
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It’s a very long time since we first developed the SuperSplice system and many customers have been using it for years. It’s possible,
though, that many of you don’t really know about it, so here’s a
link to the web page:
http://www.rydertowing.co.uk/products/connectors-fuses/supersplice-connectors

It really is the neatest and quickest way to make a multiple connection, so it’s worth a look.

